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Introduction. Restorative dental treatment is a complex task involving various procedures which require the development and integration of both theoretical knowledge and fine motor skills. It aims to provide the theoretical background and role of key factors in learning these skills. Materials and Methods. The following electronic databases were searched to identify relevant articles to our topic: PubMed, Medline, Google Scholar, and Scopus. Generic keywords, that is, factors, fine, performance, and dentistry, and MeSH terms, that is, “learning,” “instruction,” “patient simulation,” “motor skills,” “perception,” “tactile,” “neurophysiology,” and “working memory” were used to conduct our comprehensive search. Results and Conclusions. Several techniques are used in performing different restorative procedures in dentistry, that is, root canal preparation, root planning, and minor oral surgery procedures. Mastering these techniques requires a good understanding of the underpinning cognitive, sensory, and neuromuscular processes. Factors including the amount and timing of instructions provided, cognitive abilities, and practice schedule of learning trials may have significant implications on the design of fine motor skill learning exercises.

1. Introduction

Dental students learn the required skills as depicted in their BDS program in two stages, namely, preclinical simulated clinical activities followed later by carrying out clinical activities on patients. Due to the high cost and demand on the resources to run these simulated activities, it is important to optimize the methods of learning and make sure that these methods are informed by evidence [1–3].

There has been a limited number of previous studies reporting the rational and design of learning activities in both the preclinical and clinical dental practice [1,4–23]. Furthermore, there is only limited research investigating the factors that affect the performance of fine motor skills in dentistry. Thus, further investigations are indicated regarding the design of approaches for supporting students’ learning of fine motor skills required for dental procedures that are informed by contemporary learning theories. The purpose of this review is to explore the available body of knowledge related to learning fine motor skills in dentistry. It also aims to provide the theoretical background and role of key factors in learning these skills.

2. Methods

The search was conducted independently by two authors who met, discussed the outcome of their searches, and agreed on the studies which were deemed to be included in this review. The following electronic databases were used: PubMed, Medline, Google Scholar, and Scopus until July 2020. Generic keywords, that is, factors, fine, performance, and dentistry, and MeSH terms, that is, “learning,” “instruction,” “patient simulation,” “motor skills,” “perception,” “tactile,” “neurophysiology,” and “working memory” were used to conduct our comprehensive search.

Inclusion criteria were as follows: all types of studies investigating factors affecting fine motor skills of dental students enrolled in either undergraduate or postgraduate programs. All included studies should have investigated one or more of the following factors: cognitive, sensory, and
neuromuscular abilities of the learner, instructions, time of the clinical training, and variation in practice.

3. Learning Dental Skills

It is well established that the learning theory and techniques in dentistry can be challenging for undergraduate dental students [14,24–26]. Students are required to gain essential knowledge and develop related practical skills in a relatively short period of time. Specifically, they need to integrate their theoretical knowledge and motor skills and show improvement in performance to achieve the competencies required to provide patient care.

For example, learning the endodontic skills often begins with simulated activities of the different stages of root canal treatment on extracted human teeth. Cleaning and shaping the root canal space is an essential step [27–29], aimed at eliminating or minimising the number of microorganisms causing infection in the root canal system. When using extracted human teeth, variable external and internal anatomies, as well as the condition of the root, make the instrumentation of root canal systems a challenging and sometimes discouraging task. Therefore, a recent recommendation for the simulation stage of learning endodontic procedures is to use simulated plastic models of canals and teeth prior to the use of extracted human teeth [30].

Using simulated root canals permits standardisation of the root canal hardness, length, width (diameter), location, and degree of canal curvature. This standardisation allows reproducibility of outcomes [31]. Consistent with the recommendations of learning using simulated root canals, simulated plastic blocks and teeth have been found to be a valuable adjunct for learning how to determine root canal working lengths [32] and how to carry out preparation techniques [33,34]. Studies have used simulated root canals (e.g., resin blocks, plastic teeth, and artificial dentine) to investigate and compare the shaping ability of instruments, investigate and compare the shaping ability of instruments, and identify possible procedural errors during root canal preparation [31,35–37]. However, how realistically simulated canals in resin teeth or blocks mimic canals in natural teeth is unclear. For example, differences in properties between resin and dentine may be an issue. Microhardness of root canal dentine has been reported to be 35–40 kg/mm² compared with 20–22 kg/mm² for clear resin endodontic blocks and 25–26 kg/mm² for artificial resin teeth [31,38,39]. Moreover, it has been reported that the size of shavings resulting from resin and dentine is different, leading to more canal blockages in resin simulated root canals [38]. Despite these concerns, simulated root canal models have been reported to be a suitable alternative for natural teeth in learning root canal preparation procedures [34,40].

Complex dental procedures such as root canal treatment and root planning add a further complication for novice students. They do not have visual cues to support their linking and transferring their theoretical knowledge of tooth morphology and preparation techniques to appropriately complete the dental task. For example, recommendations from Australian Society of Endodontology and guidelines from the European Society of Endodontology support the use of visual demonstrations (observation) of simulated root canal procedures and techniques during learning [30,41].

4. Quality of Dental Procedures

Assessment of the quality of dental procedures can be achieved clinically and radiographically [42]. Clinically, accuracy of some dental tasks (e.g., canal preparation) can be determined through a tactile digital sense by inserting the hand instrument in the root canal, checking that the instrument can smoothly reach to the full working length of the canal [43]. This can then be confirmed radiographically by measuring the distance from the tip of the instrument to 0.5 to 1 mm short of the radiographic end of the root canal [29].

These procedures and techniques using hands require tactile feedback (e.g., feeling the canal walls with the hand instruments), involving somatosensory input through the fingertips, neuromuscular mediation processes, and use of correct decisions regarding the forces applied on the hand instrument during these procedures (i.e., cognitive processes).

5. Neurophysiology of Fine Motor Skill Learning and Control

Motor skill learning involves a continuous interaction between cognitive, sensory, and neuromuscular processes [44]. Specifically, learning a fine motor skill, as in endodontics, requires control and integration of posture, motion, and muscle stimulation that, in turn, allows the performer to execute a variety of motor behaviours that are controlled by a range of task requirements [45].

To understand how motor skills are acquired and retained, it is important to identify the mechanisms of motor activity in the human brain. Many attempts have been made to understand and determine the specialized areas of the brain responsible for motor activity [46,47]. The use of advanced techniques to monitor brain activity (including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), repetitive transcranial magnetic simulation, and electroencephalography (EEG) power spectral analysis) have allowed scientists to observe brain activity during motor tasks [48,49].

Using these techniques, these authors have identified six areas of the brain that play major roles in fine motor movement, including the primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, presupplementary cortex and basal ganglia, supplementary cortex, posterior parietal cortex, and cerebellum (Figure 1). Specifically, the primary motor cortex is involved in force initiation, task-specific muscle movement, and automated nature of learned movements. The premotor cortex is essential in the initial phase of learning psychomotor skills. It has an important role in movement planning, limb movement execution, and recognition. It has been demonstrated that, during nonautomated voluntary movements, the basal ganglia are active, and the presupplementary motor area is functional when learning new sequences [48].
Figure 1: (a, b) The cortex seen from two different aspects showing parts of the brain involved in fine motor movement (modified from 65).
The supplementary motor area facilitates self-initiation of movements, sequencing of previously memorised movements, two-handed coordination, and planning of complex movements. Visual response of limb movements is achieved through the posterior parietal cortex and premotor cortex. The coordination, timing, and accuracy of movements are controlled by the cerebellum, which plays a further critical role in motor learning. In particular, mediation of the voluntary movement program is achieved by the lateral cerebellum; however, motor commands are reorganised during performance by the intermediate part of the cerebellum [50]. While these areas have individual roles, as noted, they function together in harmony to enable completion of a motor task.

6. Sensory Input during Fine Motor Skill Learning

Brain activity related to learning fine motor skills is triggered mainly by visual and tactile sensory input systems [51]. Root canal preparation, using hand instruments principally, involves tactile (i.e., digit-sense) sensory input rather than visual input as in routine cavity preparation tasks. This involves the ability to recognise and distinguish the form of an object through exploration (touch) using indications about the texture, size, and spatial properties and temperature of the object [52,53]. It includes a mixture of somatosensory perceptions of patterns on the skin surface (e.g., edges, curvature, and texture) and proprioception of hand position and conformation [54]. In human physiology, touch and proprioception are considered as senses in the somatic sensory system and are classified into "deep sensation" related to subdermal muscles, tendons, and joints and "cutaneous sensation" that involves receptors on the surface of the skin [55]. Deep sensation occurs due to activation of receptors existing in joints and muscles and provides motion-related information like position sensation, sensation of speed, and haptic sensation [56].

Other information generated during gross and fine motor activities includes kinesthesia (i.e., movement sensitivity), which relates to the specialized sensor groups that can provide details on the length of muscles, angles of joints, degree of muscle tension, and rates of change in these values [57]. Kinesthetic information is extracted mainly from the body's physical activity, which might be autogenerated or externally reinforced. As reviewed in Gallagher and O'Sullivan [57], kinesthesia is associated with essential abilities such as walking, stretching, and grasping. It is also essential for fine motor activities (e.g., motions generated during root canal hand instrumentation, root planning, and minor oral surgery procedures), which involve specific control over the movement and position of body parts. Kinesthetic receptors are located in muscles, tendons, and linings of joints. These receptors react to mechanical force (e.g., rotations and pressure forces during hand instrumentation), which might be produced by stretching a muscle, pulling a tendon, or bending a joint [57].

Tactile sensory information plays an important role in improving motor skill control and performance [53]. Researchers have found that tactile feedback from fingertips is essential for defining characteristics of movement, including movement accuracy (i.e., grip precision and movement sequence) [58,59], movement consistency, ongoing movement force adjustment, and aiding proprioceptors to estimate the beginning and end of a movement [51]. For example, it is expected that tactile feedback is critical to improve hand-instrument grasp, judge the amount of pressure and force to be applied on hand instruments during instrument rotations, and estimate the start and end points of each of the rotations. Moreover, this will improve special awareness through direct and indirect visualization during the fine motor skill procedure, such as cavity preparation, root canal preparation, root planning, and minor oral surgery procedures.

7. Factors Affecting Motor Skill Learning

Dental clinical practice is complex and the design and application of an appropriate motor learning strategy are often multifactorial [60]. Therefore, it is important to identify factors that can influence the choice of motor learning strategy and how to translate clinical theory into practical actions. Many factors have been found to facilitate motor skill learning. These factors include instructions, type and timing of feedback, type of task, stage of learning, abilities related to the learner (e.g., working memory), repetition and variation of practice, and manual guidance [61,62]. In this review, the focus will be on the role of instructions, abilities related to the learner, and variation in practice in fine motor skill learning during root canal preparation. These factors have specific implications for the designs of fine motor skill learning exercises in endodontics.

7.1. Instructions. There is strong evidence that supports the value of verbal instructions in shaping motor skill learning [61,63]. To optimize learning outcomes, it is suggested that the quantity of verbal instructions is minimal and should not exceed the learner's attentional capacity. Instructions during motor skill learning often include descriptions of the movements of a particular part (s) of the body (e.g., hand or fingers) in relation to other body parts in space and time [64]. This type of instruction, focusing on specific body movements, is referred to as having an "internal focus." In contrast, instructions that direct a learner's attention to the effect of the movement are referred to as having an "external focus" [65]. Studies on attentional focus effects have shown that minor alterations in the wording of instructions can have a major effect on learning and performance [64]. Applying this in root canal preparation task, it seems that providing instructions characterised by an external focus of attention (e.g., caries removal and the final shape of cavity preparation) has more learning advantages in contrast with an internal focus of attention (e.g., angulation of the bur, movement, or grasp on a handpiece).

The advantage of an external focus can be explained by the utilisation of unconscious and automated processing of information related to the task [64]. Use of this automated
information can accelerate the learning process and shorten the initial stage of learning. In contrast, using an internal focus, learners tend to get confused due to the incompatibility of the information provided with their movement planning and desired outcome, resulting in conscious concentration on the control of movement [65]. However, Poolton, Maxwell, Masters, and Raab [66] examined the effect of attentional focus on learning and performance of a complex motor task and suggested that deterioration of performance in the internal focus of attention group was related to generating greater attentional demands on working memory compared with the instruction based on an external focus of attention.

7.2. Abilities of the Learner. Memory plays an important role during learning [67]. The structure of memory consists of two memory function systems, namely, working memory (i.e., short-term memory) and long-term memory [68]. During motor skill learning, visual, auditory, proprioceptive, and tactile sensory forms of information are temporarily stored in working memory. These types of information are made available to be used for assessment of outcomes and performance [69]. When processing novel information, the duration and capacity of working memory are limited. It has been shown that movement information stored in working memory tends to be lost (i.e., forgotten) after about 20–30 seconds [67]. The scope of short-term working memory is also limited. This limitation can affect the amount of information that can be received, processed, and stored in working memory [69]. Based on Miller’s [70] suggestion, the capacity of working memory is about seven items, plus or minus two items. For example, in relation to motor skill learning, working memory can hold 7±2 procedural instructions or rules related to movements and movement sequences [69].

The second component of the memory system is long-term memory. Long-term memory functions as a permanent store for information. Procedural memory is the part of long-term memory which stores and retrieves motor skill information [69]. These skills are difficult to be described verbally but are rather expressed by means of performance [71]. Procedural memory is essential for performance of a motor skill as a learned procedure is evaluated based on the produced actions rather than verbalisation of the actions. [69] As reviewed by Magill and Anderson [69], both working and long-term memory systems interact with each other, and distinctions in the functions of each system depend on the level of performance and stage of learning during motor skill acquisition and performance.

During motor skill acquisition, the learner progresses through three stages of development: the cognitive (declarative) stage; associative (knowledge compilation) stage; autonomous (procedural) stage [72]. In the declarative stage, execution of a motor skill relies on an unintegrated collection of rules stored in working memory that are used to control and guide performance [72]. This process depends on working memory such that working memory capacity is reduced relative to rules in use which leads to a reduction in the capacity to interpret and process other information related to performance of the task. During the associative and procedural stages, further prolonged application of these rules occurs until the motor skill is acquired, resulting in automation of the motor skill [73,74]. In relation to dental procedures, the cognitive stage is represented by a student’s reliance mainly on verbal instructions provided to complete the dental tasks. Following initial practice, students will interpret these instructions to improve their performance. During the procedural stage, students would be familiar with the instructions and rules, resulting in performing the dental procedure without reliance on these instructions.

7.3. Variation in Practice. Research in the motor learning domain has highlighted the importance of practice variables on motor learning (e.g., practice schedule) [61]. Studies comparing a blocked (i.e., repetitive) practice schedule (i.e., AAA, BBB, and CCC) to a random (i.e., unpredictable) practice schedule (i.e., ABC, BCA, and CAB) (Figure 2) during learning trials have found that blocked practice results in superior performance to random practice [75]. In contrast, this study also showed that random practice results in superior retention of performance compared with blocked practice. Random practice is suggested to create an episodic retention loss during practice and subsequent reconstruction, which disadvantages performance relative to blocked practice but is beneficial to retention of learning following practice. However, these findings were only applicable to relatively simple tasks (e.g., key-press sequence) but not complex tasks [76]. When performing a complex task (e.g., root canal hand instrumentation), random practice would result in increasing attentional demands on working memory resources due to hypothesis testing to correct unsuccessful attempts. This overload on working memory disrupts the automated execution of some of the motor skill components, resulting in the loss of flexibility of the movement, and thereby potentially causing deterioration of performance. Therefore, it is suggested that blocked practice (i.e., practicing the entire skill) would be more beneficial when the task is complex [61,76].

8. Implications on Fine Motor Skill Learning in Dentistry

Based on the outcomes of our study, the following points should be considered during clinical training.

Simulated root canal models have been reported to be a suitable alternative for natural teeth in learning restorative procedures.

Tactile sensory information feedback is critical to improve hand-instrument grasp, judge the amount of pressure, direction, and force to be applied on hand instruments during instrument rotations, and estimate the start and end points of each of the movements.

To optimize learning outcomes, it is suggested that the quantity of verbal instructions is minimal and should not exceed seven items, plus or minus two items.
Instructions that direct a learner’s attention to the effect of the movement (external focus) can accelerate the learning process and have more learning advantages in contrast with an internal focus of attention (e.g., angulation of the bur, movement, or grasp on a handpiece).

Given the complex nature of dental procedures, blocked practice schedule (i.e., AAA, BBB, and CCC) results in superior performance to random practice schedule (i.e., ABC, BCA, and CAB).

9. Conclusion

Several techniques are used in performing different restorative procedures in dentistry, for example, root canal preparation, root planning, and minor oral surgery procedures. Mastering these techniques requires a good understanding of the underpinning cognitive, sensory, and neuromuscular processes. Simulated models have been reported to be a suitable alternative for natural teeth in fine motor skills learning; however, further research is needed to improve the quality and design of these models. Factors including the amount and timing of instructions provided, cognitive abilities, and practice schedule of learning trials may have significant implications on the design of fine motor skill learning exercises.
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